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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an extended and unified approach to 
the interpretation of sentence fragments and elliptical utterances 
within the context of a plan-based theory of dialogue understand- 
ing. The approach integrates knowledge about plans and 
knowledge about discourse. enabling the treatment of a variety of 
difficult linguistic phenomena within a single framework while 
maintaining the computational advantages of the plan-based 
approach. 

I ISTRODUCTIOS 

Naturally occurring dialogues contain incomplete utterance5 
difficult for existing natural language understanding systems to 
handle. In particular, the interpretation of many of these uttt r- 
antes depends not on syntactic and semantic knowledge as in 
most linguistic-based systems [4] [7] [9] [27] [28] but instead on 
pragmatic knowledge such as the underlying plans and goals of a 
speaker. For example, Allen [l] uses planning knowledge to 
interpret Sentence f ragmenrs, syntactically incomplete utterances 
occurring in isolation or at the beginning of a dialogue, while 
Carberry [3] uses planning knowledge to interpret a class of ellipr- 
ical utterances, syntactically incomplete utterances occurring in 
the course of a dialogue. This paper presents an approach that 
extends and unifies the interpretation of sentence fragments and 
elliptical utterances within the context of a plan-based theory of 
dialogue understanding [ 131. The approach integrates knowledge 
about plans and knowledge aboLt discourse. enabling the use of a 
single framework to handle a wide variety of difficult discourse 
phenomena while maintaining the computational advantages of 
the plan-based approach. 

Consider the demands that the following dialogue (recorded 
at the information booth of a train station in Toronto [ll]) would 
place on a computer system taking the role of the clerk during 
the understanding process. 

1) Passenger: Trams eomg from here to Ottawa? 
2) Clerk: Ottawa. Next one IS at four-thirty. 
3) Passenger: How about Wednesday? 
1) Clerk: One at nine thirty. nine thirty in the morning. four thirty 

in the afternoon ..yeah. that’s it. 

Dialogue 1 

Traditional ellipsis resolution methods based on substitution into 
a preceding linguistic context are unable to handle the sentence 
fragment corresponding to utterance (1). This is because there is 
no linguistic context for utterance (1). Thus, the system would 
need to draw upon an extra-linguistic context of knowledge about 
the world and likely goals of the speaker. For example. the sys- 
tern could use the knowledge that people in train stations often 
want to take train trips to infer that the speaker wants to know 
the relevant train times for a trip to Ottawa. In other words. the 
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system would need to recognize that the speaker’s plan is to take 
a train trip. and recognize the utterance’s relationship to this 
plan. 

Similar points can be made with respect to the interpreta- 
tion of the elliptical utterance (3). Even though a linguistic con- 
text has now been established, i.e. utterances (1) and (2). the 
information explicitly present in this context is still insufficient 
for the ellipsis resolution task. This is because the previous utter- 
ances do not contain entities that “Wednesday” can replace. 
Because the system could again relate the utterance to a larger 
context such as plans and goals. sentence fragments as well as 
such cases of ellipsis will be referred to as plan ellipsis. In this 
case the system could substitute into the plan underlying utter- 
ance (1) to interpret utterance (3). Furthermore. the system 
should be able to exploit the fact that words like “how about” 
often signal such utterance (and thus plan) relationships [5] [7] [8] 
[20] [25]. 

Finally, consider what the ellipsis resolution process would 
look like if “How about Montreal?” were to replace utterance (3). 
Although in this case substitution into the preceding linguistic 
context would suffice (with Montreal replacing Ottawa in utter- 
ance (1)). the ellipsis could alternatlcely be processed by again 
viewing utterance (3) in terms of the plan underlying utterance 
(1). A robust system should be able to use and coordinate linguis- 
tic and plan-based analyses of the same phenomena. 

The next two sections of this paper present a plan-based 
framework that addresses these issues. Section II introduces the 
framework. followed in Section III by details needed for the plan 
ellipsis resolution process. Section IV illustrates the approach by 
tracing the processing of the dialogue above. 

II PLAS RECOGSITIOS ASD DISCOURSE ASALYSIS: 
AN INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK 

In a plan-based approach to language understanding. an 
utterance is considered understood when it has been related to 

some underlying speaker plan in the domain of discourse. While 
previous works have explicitly represented and recognized such 
domain plans (e.g. take a train trip) [I] [2] [7] [24] [25]. the ways 
that utterances could be related to such plans have been limited 
and not of particular concern. As a result, a variety of subdialo- 
gues as well as many forms of plan ellipsis have still proven prob- 
lematic for the plan-based approach. 

In the current work a set of domain-independent d/scout-se 
plans have been introduced to explicitly represent and reason 
about relationships between utterances and domain plans. Techn- 
ically, discourse plans refer to domain plans. i.e. thev take 
domain plans as arguments and are thus meta-plans. Intuiticely. 
domain plans model the contents of a topic while discourse plans 
model the actual manipulations of a topic. For example. there 
are discourse plans to introduce domain plans (topics). continue 
plans. specify plans. debug plans. and so on. In actualIt>. 
discourse plans can mampulate other discourse plans as \+cll as 
domain plan,. i.e. discourse plans can also become topic\ of a 
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conversation. In Dialogue 1 “Trains going from here to Ottawa’?” 
achieves a discourse plan that ~rrrroduces a domain plan to take a 
trip. Discussion of the domain plan is then contrnued by “Ottawa. 
Next one is at four-thirty” and modified by “How about Wednes- 
day?” While the identification and specification of a small set of 
such utterance relationships has been inspired by many linguistic 
models of discourse [lo] [17] [18] [20], the reformulation of such 
relationships within a plan-based framework allows their 
representation in terms of planning operators and their computa- 
tion via a plan recognition process [la]. Section III presents 
detailed representations of both domain and discourse plans. 
while the plan recognition process [12] [13] [15] is implicitly 
reviewed when tracing through the example of Section IV. 
(Briefly, a discourse plan is recognized from every utterance via 
forward chaining, then a process of constraint satisfaction is used 
to initiate recognition of the domain and any other discourse 
plans related to the utterance.) 

To record and monitor execution of the discourse and 
domain plans active at any point in a dialogue. a dialogue context 
in the form of a plan stuck will also be introduced. (Many models 
of discourse [S] [19] [20] h ave argued that topic manipulations fol- 
low a stack like discipline.) During a dialogue a stack of execut- 
ing and suspended plans will be built and maintained by the plan 
recognizer. each discourse plan referring to the plan below it, 
with the domain-dependent task plan on the bottom and the origi- 
nal discourse plan at the top. The recognition of discourse plans 
will be heuristically controlled by taking into account the intlu- 
ence of this plan stack; candidate discourse plans will be searched 
according to a priority order based on linguistic coherence with 
the current context. For example. the plan recognizer will prefer 
discourse plans representing stacked topic continuations to those 
representing topic changes. 

Finally, when discourse information can be ascertained 
through purely linguistic means (e.g. syntactic and semantic 
ellipsis resolution). the information is input to the plan recogni- 
tion system along with the utterance parse. Such information can 
then be used to either reinforce or explicitly modify the plan 
recognizer’s processing. For example. the priority ordering of 
discourse plans can be overruled based on the presence of linguis- 
tic clues (e.g. phrases like “how about”) correlated with less likely 
discourse plans. Note, however, that in the absence of such infor- 
mation the system can still proceed in the purely plan-based 
manner described above. 

III DOMAIS AS-D DISCOURSE PLAS REPRESESTATIOS 

In terms of the framework described above. resolution of 
plan ellipsis involves recognitibn of the domain plan underlying 
the elliptical utterance. and recognition of the discourse plan that 
actually relates the utterance to this domain plan. A hearer must 
thus bring to the resolution task some knowledge about typical 
speaker domain and discourse plans. 

Schematic knowledge regarding both domain and discourse 
plans is represented using a standard STRIPS based notation [6] 
[21]. Every plan schema has a header, a parameterized action 
description that names the plan. The parumeters of u plun are the 
parameters in the header. Action descriptions are defined in 
terms of prerequlsltes, decompo5/trons. effecr.5 and cunstrulnty 
Prerequisites are conditions that need to hold (or to be made to 
hold) before the action can be performed. Effects are conditions 
that will hold after the action has been successfully executed. 
Decompositions enable hierarchical planning. Although the 
action description of the header may be usefully thought of as a 
single action achieving a goal, such an action might not be execut- 
able. Action descriptions are in actuality composed of executable 
actions and possibly other action descriptions (i.e. other plans). 
Finally, associated with each plan is a set of applicability condi- 

tions called constraints,** which are similar to prerequisites 
except that the planner never attempts to achieve a constraint if 
it is false. The plan recognizer uses plan schemas to recognize 
plan instantiations underlying the production of an utterance. 

Figure 1 presents a sample domain plan schema for the train 
station domain. The plan has header “TAKE-TRAIN- 
TRIP(agent, departTrain, destination)” and parameters “agent,’ 
“departTrain” and “destination.” where the naming conventions 
for the parameters reflect an underlying type hierarchy as com- 
monly found in semantic network systems. The plan is performed 
by first selecting a train. followed by buying a ticket for the train, 
then boarding the train. Each of these actions is itself either 
another action description (i.e. plan schema) or an executable 

action. The constraints capture the facts that the train taken, i.e 
departTrain, goes to destlnution, that this fact is the only restrlc- 
tion on the set of possible candidates tdepartTruin.Set) for dcpp~~t-l- 
Truin. and that the ticket purchased will be used to take depurt- 
Truin. The prerequisites and effects are not shown. Similarly the 
specification of other plan schemas needed in this domain, e.g. 
SELECT-TRAIN, BUY-TICKET. BOARD, MEET. and so on. 
are not shown since they will not be needed to process the exam- 
ple below. 

HEADER: TAKE-TRAIN-TRIP(agent.departTrain.destination) 

DECOMPOSITION: 
SELECT-TRAIN(agent, departTrain, departTrainSet) 
BUY-TICKET(agent, clerk, ticket) 
BOARD(agent, departTrain) 

CONSTRAINTS: 
EQUAL(destination. arrive-station(departTrain)) 
EQUAL(destination, arrive-station(departTrainSet)) 
EQUAL(departTrain, objectcticket)) 

Figure 1. Domain Plan Schema for the Train Domain 

Although discourse plans encode knowledge about commun- 
ication. they are represented in the same way as domain plans 
except for the fact that they refer to other plans (i.e. they take 
other plans as arguments and are thus technically meta-plans). 
Figures 2 and 3 present several examples. The first discourse 
plan. MODIFY-PLAN, represents the replacement of a plan by 
one of several possible plan modifications. In particular. a new 
action is constructed from an old plan action by changing the 
assignment of a parameter. A modified plan is then constructed 
and executed by replacing the old action with this modification 
The constraints specify the relationship between the plan and its 
modification, using a simple vocabulary for referring to and 
describing plans (e.g. PARAMETER, STEP). The prerequisite 
indicates that the plan to be modified must have already been 
introduced into the discourse context as a previous topic 
(INTRODUCE-PLAN is shown in Figure 3.) The decomposition 
specifies that hIODIFY-PLAN may be achieved by requesrrng 
execution of the modified action As will be discussed below. all 
discourse plans will be recognized from F(~~P~/I il( r~ [23] such 7* 
REQUEST. Finally. the NEXT ettect states that /rcit.~.c.rl~/l vv ill 
be the next action performed tn the moditied plan. and the POP 
effect and REPLACE constraint explicitly overrule the normal 
stack behavior of the context mechanism. Informally, instead of 

returning to oldPlun upon completion of the discourse plan. the 
plan modification fret\ Plun will instead be executed. hIODIFY- 
PLAN is often signaled by the clue phrase “how about.” as illus- 
trated in the dialogue of Section I. 
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HEADER: INTRODUCE-PLAN(speaker.hearer.action.plan) 

DECOMPOSITION 

EFFECTS. 

REQUEST(speaker, hearer. action) 

\VdNT(hearer, plan) 
NEXT(action. plan) 

CONSTRAINTS: STEP(action, plan) 
AGENT(action. hearer) 

HEADER: 

DECOMPOSITION 

EFFECTS: 

IDENTIFY-PARAMETER(speaker. 
hearer, parameter, action. plan) 

INFORMR,EF(speaker, hearer. term, 
proposition) 

NEXT(action. plan) 
KNO\$!(hearer. parameter. action, plan) 

CONSTRAINTS: PARA>fETER(parameter. action) 
STEP(action, plan) 
PARAMETER(parameter. proposition) 
PARA?LIETER(term. proposition) 
WANT(hearer. plan) 

HEADER: MODIFY-PLAN(speaker.hearer. change, changee 
newAction. oldAction. oldPlan. newPlan) 

PREREQUISITE: WANT(hearer. oldPlanj 

DECOMPOSITION: REQUEST(speaker, hearer, newAction) 

EFFECTS: POP(CLOSURE(oldPlan)) 
NEXT(newAction) 

CONSTRAINTS: PARAMETER(oldAction, changee) 
STEP(oldAction, oldPlan) 
STEP(newAction. new Plan j 
EQUALfnewAction., SUBSTcchange. 

changee. oldAction)) 
EQUAL(TYPE(change), TYPE(changee)) 
-EQUAL(change, changee) 
REPLACE(stack, oldstack) 

Figure 2. The Discourse Relationship of Plan Modification 

Figure 3 presents the other discourse plans that will be 
needed for the example (see [13] for a larger set). 
INTRODUCE-PLAN models topic introduction as well as topic 
change, i.e. since INTRODUCE-PLAN has no prerequisites it 
can occur in any discourse context. As specified via the decom- 
position and constraints, INTRODUCE-PLAN takes a plan of 
the speaker that involves the hearer and presents it to the hearer, 
by requesting an action that is in the plan and has the hearer as 
agent. The effects specify that the hearer (assumed cooperative) 
will adopt the joint plan as a goal. and that the action requested 
will be the next action performed in the plan. Just as with 
MODIFY-PLAN. INTRODUCE-PLAN may be signaled by the 
clue phrase “how about.” e.g. “How about the movies?” The 
second plan of Figure 3. IDENTIFY-PARAMETER. models cla- 
rifications corresponding to parameter specification. In particu- 
lar. by executing IDENTIFY-PAR.4METER .xpeclker provides 
lreoret- hith a description of prumerer that is informative enough 
to allow heurer to execute ucf/utl in plutl. As with the previous 
discourse plans, the decomposition is specified via a speech act 
and the relationships between the discourse plan and the plan 
being clarified are specified by the constraints. 

To illustrate how these discourse plans represent the rela- 
tionships between an utterance and its plan context. consider the 
following (slightly cleaned-up) dialogue fragment between a 

Figure 3. Plan Introduction and Clarification 

computer user and operator [16]:*** 

1)Liser: 
2) 
3)Operaror: 
1) 
5)User: 

Please mount a magtape for me 
It’s tapel. 
\I’e are not allowed to mount that magtape. 
You \vill have to talk to operator2 about It. 
How about tape tape2? 

Dialogue 2 

The user’s first utterance itztrodnces a plan out of the tape 
domain, a plan which he or she then clarfffres (utterance 2) and 
later tnodl,fres {utterance 5). In terms of instantiations of the 
schemas given above. utterances (lj, (2) and (5, would be recog- 
nized as executing INTRODUCE-PLAN(user, system. mount a 
tape. mount plan), IDENTIFY-PARAMETER(user, system. 
tape. mount a tape. mount plan). and MODIFY-PLXN(user. SYS- 
tern. tape?. tapel. mount tape’. mount tapzl. tape1 mount plan. 
tape2 mount plan). respectively. Although ne\+ domain plans are 
needed to process this dialogue (e.g. mount a tape), the discourse 
plans and the plan recognition algorithm trill remain the >amr: 
across domains [ 131. 

Finally, all that remains to be discussed are the definitions 
of the speech acts REQUEST and INFORRIREF. used in the 

discourse plan decompositions given above. Basically the treat- 
ment of the speech acts is identical to the treatment given in 
Allen and Perrault [l]. For example, speech act decompositions 
are specified in terms of various surfuce linguistic ucts (e.g. 
SURFACE-REQUEST). utterance templates correlated with sen- 
tence mood. However. to allqw sentence fragments and elliptical 
utterances such as definite noun phrases at any point in a 
discourse, a new surface linguistic act called SURFACE-NP has 
also been included. (Carberry [3] contains a somewhat similar 
proposal.) As we will see. the addition of this decomposition con- 
nects incomplete utterance resolution with the plan recognition 
process. In particular. an incomplete utterance will be parsed as 
a SURFACE-NP. then the underlying speech act. discourse and 
domain plans recognized from the SURFACE-NP via the normal 
plan recognition process. Figure J presents the details of the 
SURFACE-NP addition. inhere CONTAINS(x. noun-phrase) 
means that x involves the noun-phrase as a parameter. or recur- 
sively as a parameter of a parameter, and so on. As in [l] a typi- 
cal REQUEST is interr0gatit.e and a typical INFORM declara- 
tive. INFORhIREF and INFORbIIF are two variations of 
INFORM needed to handle wh-questions and yes/no questions. 
respectively. For example. “\Vhen does the train leave?” is a 
REQUEST to INFORhlREF. 

HEADER: REQUEST(speaker,hearer.action) 
DECOMPOSITION. SURFACE-NP(speaker.hearer,noun-phrase) 
CONSTRAINT: CONTAINS(action,noun-phrase) 

HEADER: INFORM(speaker.hearer.proposition) 
DECOMPOSITION: SURFACE-NP(speaker.hearer.noun-phrase) 
CONSTRAINT: CONTAINS(proposition,noun-phrase) 

Figure J. Elliptical Speech Xct Schsmas 

IF’ EXAMPLE 

This section uses the framework developed in the last tub@ 
sections to illustrate the system’s processing***’ of Dialogue 1. 

“‘[ 131 conrams a fu!l XKI~\ >iS c>t this ,InJ sclT.era! otner cZ.\Xmp!25 

““‘.AlthOugh the brha\lor to be de>ir,brd 15 tu!!! >pr<it!iU b\ :nr tnsor!. 
the ImpkAmentatlon 1s partial and <orreyx>ndi :I) the maw sontrkbutlon of :he 
theor! [I : the nen .modei ot p!an rr,zagnlt.oni Han e\ er. ai! jlmulatsd computa- 
tional procesrrs la\e been imp!rmetn:ed In other c\,rems [13: ;onta,ns r\ tui! dis- 
cu>s,on of the lmp!enenratlon 
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The example is first traced to show how information missing in 
fragments and elliptical utterances can be recovered as a side 
effect of the plan recognition process. Utterance (3) is then sim- 
plified as in Section I, illustrating the coordination of plan-based 

analyses with more traditional linguistic analyses when available. 

A typical syntactic and semantic analysis of “Trains going 
from here to Ottawa?” e.g. SURFACE-NP (personl, clerkl, 
departTrainSet1) with EQUAL (arrive-station(departTrainSet1). 
Ottawa). is given as input to the plan recognition process of for- 
ward chaining. Although the SURFACE-NP matches the decom- 
positions of both the REQUEST and INFORM schemas. since 
the mood is interrogative the plan recognizer prefers the 
REQUEST as in [l]. If the mood was declarative. the match with 
the decomposition of the INFORM schema would have been pre- 
ferred. Furthermore. since in this particular domain the clerk’s 
role is to provide information via speech acts, the parameter 
ucrion of REQUEST is hypothesized to be a system INFORM 
(either an INFORMIF or INFORMREF). constrained to contain 
the noun-phrase dep~lrrTrtrrnSef1. e.g. INFORMREF( clerkl. per- 
sonl, ?departTrainSet. EQUAL( ?departTrainSet. departTrain- 
Setl)). This INFORMREF will henceforth be called 11. As we 
will see, this instantiation will allow the plan recognizer to postu- 
late a passenger discourse plan to l/lrr-odlrce a system discourse 
plan to clurif~ a passenger domain plan to tnke LI trulu rrip. In 
contrast no plan interpretation will be constructed from the 
INFORMIF interpretation of the fragment. i.e. no chain of 
discourse plans to a domain plan can be constructed. 

The actual plan recognition process proceeds as follows. 
Since at the beginning of the dialogue there is no context of plan 
instantiations, the system expects that the speaker will try to 
rnrroduce a domain plan instantiation. In particular, using the 
INTRODUCE-PLAN schema, the REQUEST to INFORMREF 
hypothesized above, and the plan recognition process of forward 
chaining via plan decompositions, the system matches the 
REQUEST with the decomposition of INTRODUCE-PLAN. 
yielding the instantiation INTRODUCE-PLAN(person1. clerkl, 
11, ?plan) (call it PLANl). with constraints STEP(Il,?plan) and 
AGENT(I1, clerkl). As in [l] this hypothesis is then evaluated 
using a set of plan heuristics, e.g. constraints of any recognized 

plan must be satisfiable. To satisfy the STEP constraint a plan 
containing I1 will be created and arbitrarily called PLAN2. 
Nothing more needs to be done with respect to the second con- 
straint, since it is already satisfied. 

The system then attempts to expand PLAN2 using an analo- 
gous plan recognition process. The recognizer again uses the 
domain and discourse schemas and postulates that I1 of PLAN2 is 
the decomposition of an IDENTIFY-PARAMETER(clerk1. per- 
sonl. ?parameter. ?action. ?plan). Furthermore. in satisfying the 
constraints on this plan. i.e. 

1. PARAMETER(?parameter. ?action) 
2. STEP(?action. ?plan) 
3. PARAMETER (Tparameter. EQUAL(?departTrainSet. 

departTrainSet1)) 
4. PARAMETER(?departTrainSet. 

EQUAL(?departTrainSet, departTrainSet1)) 
5. WANT(person1, ?plan) 

a third plan is introduced (constraint 5), containing SELECT- 
TRAIN as a step (constraint 2). This is because SELECT- 
TRAIN is the only action that can contain a train set parameter 
(constraints 1 and 3) as described via the equality of the 
INFORMREF (constraint J). 

Just as PLAN2, PLAN3 then becomes input to a new plan 
recognition process. Using the domain plan schema of Figure 1. 
SELECT-TRAIN of PLAN3 is hypothesized to be the decomposi- 
tion of an instantiation of TAKE-TRAIN-TRIP. Since in this 
case no more plans are introduced. the process of plan recogni- 
tion also ends. The final hypothesis is that the passenger exe- 
cuted a discourse plan (PLANl) that introduced a system 
discourse plan (PLAN21 to clarify a parameter in a passenger 
domain plan (PLAN3) to take a trip. 

The various effects of all the plans are then asserted. the 
postulated plans are expanded top down to include the rest of 
their steps (based on the plan schemas), and the context mechan- 
ism pushes the plans onto the empty plan stack that represents 
the discourse context preceding utterance (1). Note that all three 
plans are recognized before any are placed on the stack. The 
updated stack is shown in Figure 5. with PLAN1 at the top. 

PLAN1 (completed] 

INTRODUCE-PLAN(personl, clerkl, Il. PLAN2) 

I 
REQUEST(person1. clerkl. 11) 

I 
SURFACE-NP(person1. clerkl, departTrainSet1) [LAST] 

with EQUAL(arrive-station(departTrainSet1). Ottawa) 

PLAN2 

IDENTIFY-PAR.4~fETER(clerkl.personl.departTrainSetl.Sl.PLAN3) 

I 
Il:INFORMREF(clerkl.personl.‘.‘departTrainSet. 

El: EQUAL(?departTrainSet.departTrainSetl)) [.l’EXT] 

PLAN3 

TAKE-TRAIN-TRIP(per$onl, ?departTrain, Ottawa) 

AICKET BOARD 

Sl: SELECT-TRAIN 
(personl. clerkl, ?departTicket) 

(personl.?departTrain,departTrainSetl) (personl.?departTrain) 
[h’EXT] 

Figure 5. The Plan Context after Utterance (1) 
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PLAN2 in the middle. and PLAN3 at the bottom. In other 
words, the stack encodes the information that PLAN1 was exe- 
cuted, PLAN2 will be executed upon completion of PLANl. and 
PLAN3 will be executed upon completion of PLANZ. Solid lines 
represent plan recognition inferences due to forward chaining, 
while dotted lines represent inferences due to later plan expan- 
sion. As desired. the plan recognizer has constructed a plan- 
based interpretation of the fragment in terms of expected 
discourse and domain plans, which could then be used to con- 
struct and generate a response such as the clerk’s “Ottawa. Next 
one is at four-thirty.” 

Unfortunately, although the passenger is currently in the 
train station the train to be boarded leaves on a later date. The 
passenger thus uses a new utterance, “How about Wednesday?” 
to again try to obtain the needed information, by modifying the 
previous plan recognized by the system. The parser analyses 
“how about” as a clue phrase (using the plan recognizer’s list of 
standard linguistic clues). “Wednesday” as SURFACE-NP (per- 
sonl, clerkl, Wednesday). and inputs the information to the plan 
recognizer. As above the SURFACE-NP is hypothesized to be the 
decomposition of a REQUEST to perform some type of system 
INFORM involving Wednesday. Then, using the knowledge that 
“how about” typically signals either INTRODUCE-PLAN or 
MODIFY-PLAN. the plan recognizer modifies its processing. In 
particular, instead of assuming that the REQUEST is a topic con- 
tinuation (the preferred or most coherent hypothesis in a non-null 
plan context), the utterance is assumed to be either a topic 

introduction or a topic modification. The latter hypothesis is most 
preferred by the coherence heuristics (MODIFY-PLAN builds on 
the previous context while INTRODUCE-PLAN doesn’t), yield- 
ing MODIFY-PLAN (personl. clerkl, ?change, ?changee. 
?action, ?oldAction, ?oldPlan. ?newPlan). where 

(1) ?action is some system INFORM involving Wednesday. 

The plan is then instantiated as follows. Since the REPLACE 
constraint indicates that MODIFY-PLAN uses an old context 
(here the stack of Figure S rather than the stack after the 
system’s response). the prerequisite WANT(clerk1. ?oldPlan) can 

be satisfied by PLANl. PLAN2 or PLAN3. Since PLAN2 is the 
most recently discussed. but unfinished. topic (and thus preferred 
via the coherence heuristics). PLAN1 is popped and the PLAN7 
binding tried first. The rest of the parameters are bound via 
satisfaction of the following constraints: 

(2) PARAMETER(?oldAction. ?changee) 
(3) STEP(?oldAction. PL.4N2) 
(4) STEP(?action, ?newPlan) 

(5) EQUAL(?action, SUBST(?change, ?changee, ?oldAction)) 
(6) EQUAL(TYPE(?change), TYPE(?changee)) 
(7) -EQUAL(?change,?changee)) 

Constraint (3) can be satisfied by binding ?oldAction to I1 or 
IDENTIFY-PARAMETER. but with constraints (1) and (5) we 
know it must be bound to Il. Then. with (l), (2). (5), (6). and (7) 
?action gets further specified to an INFORMREF with depart- 
TrainSet2, where EQUAL( time (departTrainSet2). Wednesday). 
Finally. satisfaction of constraint (4) results in the creation of a 
new plan (call it PLAN4) containing the new INFORMREF. 
This INFORMREF then becomes the input to a new plan recog- 
nition process. 

As with the initial INFORMREF Il. from the new 
INFORMREF (call it 12) the system can recognize an 
IDENTIFY-PARAMETER of SELECT-TRAIN. PLAN5 is 
introduced to contain this SELECT-TRAIN. and another recur- 
sive recognition procedure connects SELECT-TRAIN to the 
higher level domain plan TAKE-TRAIN-TRIP. Note that 
although the first recognized plan used the previous context as a 
template, once the modified step was found the rest of the plan 
stack had to be re-recognized in order to propagate the modifica- 
tion. The various effects of all the plans are then asserted. in 
particular the effect of MODIFY-PLAN pops PLAN2 and its 
domain plan PLAN3 off the stack. The context mechanism then 
pushes the new plans on the now empty stack, as shown in Figure 
6. 

As a last example, consider replacing utterance (3) with the 
utterance “How about Montreal?” In this case the utterance is 
similar to a type of ellipsis handled linguistically by many existing 

[COMPLETED] 

MODIFY-PLAN(personl.clerkl,E2.E1,I2,I1.PLAN~,PL.4N~~ 

I 
REQUEST(personl,clerkl.I2) 

I 
SURFACE-NP(personl,clerkl.Wednesday) [LAST] 

IDENTIFY-PARAMETER(clerk .personl.departTrainSet2.S3,.PLANS) 

I 
12:INFORMREF(clerkl.personl.?departTrainSet. 

E2: EQUAL(?departTrainSet, departTrainSet2)) [NEXT] 

TAKE-TRAIN-TRIP(person1. ?departTrain. Ottawa) 

/ICKET BOARD 

S2: SELECT-TRAIN 
(personl.clerkl.?departTicket) 

(personl,?departTrain,departTrainSet?) (personl.?departTrain) 

with EQUAL(time(departTrainSet2J.Wednesday) 
EQUAL(arrive-station(departTrainSet?).Ottawa) 

Figure 6. The Modified Plan Context 
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systems [4] [7] [9] [27] [28], since the noun-phrase “Montreal” can 
replace the prekious lexical item “Ottawa.” As mentioned in Sec- 
tion II. the system will receive such linguistic analyses of 
discourse phenomena along with the parser input. and use the 
analyses to constrain the plan recognition process. Even though 
such phenomena can alternatively be explained in plan-based 
terms. since linguistic resolution methods are typically simpler 
than plan-based methods such an approach increases the effi- 
ciency of the plan recognizer. For example. in the “How about 
Montreal?” case a complete parse would be input to the plan 
recognition system rather than just a SURFACE-NP. Although 
the complete parse would contain previously intermediate plan- 
based results. since the results are now known from the start the 
search and constraint satisfaction processes are much quicker. i.e. 
much of the work now involves plan verification rather than plan 
construction. The direct recognition of discourse plans through 
clue phrases (as opposed to their recognition through bearch 
processes) illustrates similar sacings. As seen above, however. if 
such results are unavailable or if they do not lead to any plan 
interpretations. an alternative plan-based analysis of the 
discourse phenomena -111 eventually be provided. 

Y COJIPARISOSS ASD CONCLUSIONS 

Although many elliptical utterances can be understood by 
directly modifying a previous utterance [4] [7] [9] [27] [28]. such 
approaches can not handle elliptical utterances when the missing 
portions refer to entities in a speaker’s non-linguistic or prag- 
matic context. As discussed above, a pragmatic context is also 
needed when understanding sentence fragments (as well as when 
interpretating other linguistic phenomena such as model- 
interpretative anaphora [22]). 

Allen and Perrault [l] were among the first to propose a 
plan-ba>ed pragmatic theory for the interpretation of sentence 
fragments. The theory was restricted. however. in that the plan 
recognition process could only deal \+ith utterances in isolation 
rather than in the context of a dialogue. More recently Carberry 
has addressed the problem of ellipsis resolution by building on a 
plan recognition framework for dialogue understanding [2]. How- 
ever. in order to process intersentential ellipsis the non-elliptical 

understanding process had to be supplemented with discourse 
knowledge and mechanisms [3]. Furthermore, the framework 
could not handle elliptical utterances that also represented topic 
change. This is in contrast to the current work, where knowledge 
about a general set of discourse plans was incorporated into a 
plan-based theory from the beginning. enabling the use of a single 
framework to recognize plans from sentence fragments, elliptical 
utterances. and non-elliptical utterances in a wide variety of 
dialogues. 
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